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CHANGINGVISUAL CONTENT COMMUNICATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] Communicating video content in a terminal server session may be inefficient

as the relatively large amount of data, forming the video content, may be frequently

updated along with other visual content. For instance, video data may be refreshed

and communicated with the other screen content such as text. The additional

content may be communicated with the video content even though the additional

content may not change at the same rate as the video content.

SUMMARY

[0002] Techniques for presenting changing visual content, including video,

animation and so on, as an overlay are discussed. Changing visual content,

included in a visual presentation, may be identified from other visual elements

included in the visual presentation. The changing visual content may be

manipulated based on available resources associated with presenting the changing

visual content as an overlay for a client.

[0003] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a

simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This

Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the

claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the

scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The detailed description is described with reference to the accompanying

figures. In the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the

figure in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same reference

numbers in different instances in the description and the figures may indicate

similar or identical items.

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an environment in exemplary implementations that may

use changing visual content.

[0006] FIG 2. is a flow diagram depicting exemplary data flows when

communicating changing visual content.



[0007] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure in exemplary

implementations in which changing visual content is communicated.

[0008] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure in exemplary

implementations in which visual content is communicated as an overlay.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0009] Accordingly, techniques are described which may permit remote

presentation of changing visual content which may include video content,

animation, and so on which changes frequently based on a threshold or in

comparison to other visual content. For example, identified changing visual

content may be presented as an overlay on a remote device. Changing visual

content may be treated differently from other visual content which may not change,

change at a lesser rate than that of the changing video content or not meet a change

threshold. Presenting changing visual content as an overlay may allow the data

forming the content to be handled as changing content (e.g., video) based on

available resources. Changing visual content may be manipulated and

communicated so that the available resources may be used efficiently.

[0010] In implementations, a system including an identification module may

identify changing visual content. For instance, animation, which includes screen

updates in excess of a set threshold, may be identified based on the aspect ratio for

a bitmap representing the animated content. In this manner, the changing

animation may be identified from other visual content and manipulated on that

basis. The identified visual content may be manipulated depending on available

resources. Manipulation may include compressing the data forming the content,

dropping updates, e.g., video frames, and so on which may be implemented

depending on the resources available for handling the changing visual content.

Exemplary Environment

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates an environment 100 in exemplary implementations which

may remotely present changing visual content. FIG. 2 illustrates exemplary

techniques and data flows which may be performed by the exemplary

implementations discussed herein. A system 102 may include a video detection



module 104 for determining if changing visual content is included in the visual

content.

[0012] For example, if a screen updated handler 106 provides video content and

other visual content (which may not change) the video detection module 104 may

identify the existence of the changing video content within the provided visual

content. While video content is primarily discussed, exemplary changing visual

content may include, but is not limited to, animation, transitions (such as a

POWERPOINT (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA) transition) and so on

which may change in comparison to other visual data or change beyond a set

threshold (e.g., no change) and so on.

[0013] The screen update handler module 106 may forward the other visual content

such as text, graphical objects and so on to a remote client 108 for display, while

the changing visual content is handled as discussed herein. For example, the other

visual content may be updated less frequently in comparison to video, animation or

other changing visual content if the former visual components change nominally or

do not change. Treating the other visual content differently may minimize the

impact of various compression schemes in comparison to when a common

compression scheme is applied to both the changing visual content and the other

visual content.

[0014] An audio handler module 110 may be included to obtain audio content

which is associated with the changing visual content. The audio content may be

handled separately from the changing visual content so the content may be handled

in a content specific manner. For an uncompressed video clip, the audio data may

be segregated from the video data for subsequent recombination using timestamps

to synchronize the audio data with the corresponding video data when presented on

a remote client device 108.

[0015] Using the video detection module 104 to identify changing visual content

may permit the underlying data to be handled differently than other visual content.

While changing visual content (such as a video 112) may be processed and

communicated in a first manner, non-changing or minimally changing visual

content may be treated in a different or second manner so that the other content



may not overly consume resources and may permit changing visual content to be

handled in a manner which is changing visual content specific.

[0016] The video detection module 104 may identify the changing visual

information in an uncompressed state. The other visual content may be updated at

a lesser rate than that of the changing visual content and thereby minimize the

overall data being transmitted.

[0017] The video content, or other changing visual content, may be encoded and/or

communicated based on computing resources including communication resources

available for performing the task. As a result, the system's encoding capabilities

(such as encoders 114-1 18) and the communication resources (e.g., networkl20)

may be used efficiently without bogging down computing resources, while

handling the changing visual content in a changing visual content specific manner.

If, for instance, a display includes a flash video, as well as, text and graphical

objects, the text and graphical objects may not change or may seldom change in

comparison to the video content or a threshold update rate used to distinguish

changing from non-changing content. Examples of non-changing or minimally

changing content may include, but are not limited to text, graphical objects and so

on which may not change or do so infrequently in comparison to changing visual

content.

[0018] In an example, a video of a car driving 112 may be presented in a window,

while text and graphical objects 122, which permit a user to contact a dealer,

receive a quote, may be presented on other portions of the display. In comparison,

the video portion of the display may change frequently in comparison to the other

visual content or some criteria. The text and graphical objects may remain

unchanged or change infrequently based on a similar comparison or predetermined

screen update standard.

[0019] The video detection module 104 may identify the visual content is changing

based on a variety of criteria. Exemplary criteria may include, but are not limited

to, screen update frequency, aspect ratio, window class name, process name for a

screen update and so on. Moreover, the video content detection module 104 may

determine if the changing content has stopped playing or has been halted. If the



changing content has stopped, the video detection module 104 may identify that the

window for presenting the changing visual content should be terminated when

replicated on a client device. If play of the changing content is merely halted, the

overlay presenting the changing content on the client device may remain although

no content may be presented or the overlay may be blacked out.

[0020] A screen update frequency may be identified according to the number of

screen updates per second, e.g., twenty-four frames per second for film, twenty-five

frames per second for European television, thirty frames per second for American

television and so on. In implementations, a screen update rate may be used as a

threshold for determining if visual content is changing. The foregoing examples

being exemplary only. In implementations, combination of criteria may be used for

identification. In further examples, changing visual content may be heuristically

identified.

[0021] A changing visual content aspect ratio may be identified according to the

aspect ratio of a bitmap representing the visual content. For instance, a 4:3 ratio

may indicate standard television content while a 16:9 ratio may indicate wide

screen changing content. A window class name may include the name of the

renderer used for presenting a window which would, at least, partially cover a

screen on which the visual content is to be presented. Changing visual content may

be identified if a window has a 4:3 ratio and is updating at approximately twenty-

four frames per second.

[0022] A handler module 124 may direct manipulation of the identified changing

visual content. For instance, once identified, animated content may be

manipulated, as directed by the handler module, based on the computing resources

available for processing including communicating the data. Manipulation may

include dropping frames (for video) or screen updates (for animation); compressing

the contents; not sending the changing visual contents; use of a particular encoding

scheme and so on. For example, bitmaps representing animation or video may be

dropped.

[0023] For example, if, a relatively large amount of bandwidth is available, the

hander module 124 may direct one or more encoders 114-1 18 modules to



implement a simple encoding scheme (e.g., a lossy encoding technique) to

minimize processor overhead for the changing visual content. In contrast, if,

bandwidth available is limited, a resource intensive encoding technique may be

used to minimize bandwidth consumption. Combinations of factors may be

considered as well including resources dedicated to other non-related tasks and so

on. For example, the encoder modules "1-N" 114-1 18 may implement various

formats including, but not limited to, video codec 1 (VCl), moving picture experts

group (MPEG), joint photographic experts group (JPEG) and so on.

[0024] Control information may be included with the data forming the visual

content. Control information may include data for directing how the changing

visual content is to be remotely presented. For instance, control information may

include the size of an overlay which is to present the changing data, the position of

the overlay on the display, timestamps and so on (e.g., an overlay including the car

video 136 on remote client 108). The one or more encoder modules may encode

the control information with the changing visual content data for communication to

a remote client. For example, when remotely presented, the visual content,

including the changing visual content may mirror the server's configuration of the

visual data. This is to say, that the overlay as well as the other visual content may

be presented on the client as the visual content was obtained by the server screen

update handler 106. In further implementations, control data may be sent

separately, sent in segregated portions of the data stream forwarding the content

data and control data and so on with the timestamps permitting synchronization of

audio and visual content.

[0025] A resource monitor module 126 may monitor the availability of computing

resources, including communication resources, associated with remotely presenting

the visual content. For example, the resource monitor module 126, included in the

server system, may send the handler module 124 an indication of the computing

resources associated with presenting the visual content on a remote client. If, for

instance, bandwidth is limited, the handler module 124 may select to drop frames,

use a particular encoding technique and so on, based on the resources as determined

by the resource monitor. Relevant resource indications may include, but are not



limited to, indications regarding: the availability of communication bandwidth

(e.g., network 120), available processor resources (e.g., server resources and/or

client resources), available encoders and so on. In this way, the handler module

124 may access the available resources for remotely presenting the changing visual

content without overwhelming the computing resources or overly consuming

computing resources. Using a resource monitor module 126 may tailor how the

changing visual content is to be communicated, what changing visual content is

communicated and so on in accordance with available computing resources.

Resource usage may change as the changing visual content is provided to the

remote client based on resource availability.

[0026] The remote client 108 may include a client handler module 128 which

determines how to present the decoded changing visual content. For example, the

client handler module 128 may present the changing content (which is decoded by

client decoders "1-N" 130-132 as an overlay based on the control data which was

encoded with the content data. In the foregoing manner, the client hander module

128 may reconstruct the changing visual content so the presentation of the changing

visual content matches that of the server 102, such as if the content were to be

presented on a display associated with the server 102. For example, the size, aspect

ratio and so on may be specified by control data included with the changing video

content. Control data may include information related to child video window

detection, geometry tracking which correspondingly may be used by the client

handler module when determining how to present the changing visual content. If

applicable, audio may be recombined with the changing visual content using

timestamps for coordinating the multimedia.

[0027] A client screen handler 134 may receive the other visual data, if applicable,

from the server screen update handler. For example, while video is presented as an

overlay on a client display, the text, graphical objects and so on may be presented

as "background" to the overlay. This is to say, that while the video may be

segregated and treated individually, the generally non-changing visual content

portion may be presented on a client display with the video content portion over at

least a portion of the display. The overlay and the other visual content, if present,



may be arranged and configured so as to be displayed on the client matches the

content from the server screen update handler module 106.

[0028] Generally, any of the functions described herein can be implemented using

software, firmware, hardware (e.g., fixed logic circuitry), manual processing, or a

combination of these implementations. The terms "module," "functionality," and

"logic" as used herein generally represent software, firmware, hardware, or a

combination thereof. In the case of a software implementation, for instance, the

module, functionality, or logic represents program code that performs specified

tasks when executed on a processor (e.g., CPU or CPUs). The program code can

be stored in one or more computer readable memory devices, e.g., tangible memory

and so on.

[0029] The following discussion describes transformation techniques that may be

implemented utilizing the previously described systems and devices. Aspects of

each of the procedures may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or software, or

a combination thereof. The procedures are shown as a set of blocks that specify

operations performed by one or more devices and are not necessarily limited to the

orders shown for performing the operations by the respective blocks.

Exemplary Procedures

[0030] The following discussion describes a methodology that may be implemented

utilizing the previously described systems and devices. Aspects of each of the

procedures may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or software, or a

combination thereof. The procedures are shown as a set of blocks that specify

operations performed by one or more devices and are not necessarily limited to the

orders shown for performing the operations by the respective blocks. A variety of

other examples are also contemplated.

[0031] FIG. 3 discloses exemplary procedures for providing changing visual data as

an overlay. Displaying changing visual content which may change frequently, in

comparison to a set standard or other visual content, may permit handling of the

data forming the changing visual data at a low-level, while tailoring data handling

in accordance with available computing resources. For example, the visual



presentation may be remotely presented on a client device accessing video content

from a web server.

[0032] Changing visual content, which may be included with other visual content

(which does not change or changes a negligible rate) as part of a screen update 302,

may be identified in an uncompressed state 304. For instance, changing visual

content may include, but is not limited to, video, transitions, animation and so on

which updates at generally regular intervals. Changing visual content may be in

contrast to, as applicable, non-changing visual content, minimally changing

content, or compared to some set standard (e.g., a rate of change or screen update).

Identification 304 of changing visual content may be at least partially based on an

update frequency, the aspect ratio of the content, window identification, process

name and so on. Heuristic techniques may be used in conjunction with identifying

changing visual content.

[0033] In examples, combinations of the above criteria may be considered.

Changing visual content identification 304 may be based on if the aspect ratio of a

window matches that of a movie or film display and if the process name for an

incoming screen update matches that of a video player. For example, if the content

is in a 4:3 aspect ratio, and the process name for the update matches that associated

with player for playing a television broadcast, the visual content may be identified

as changing content, even if, for instance, playback play of the changing content is

momentarily paused. Exemplary process names may include, but are not limited

to, WINDOWS MEDIA CENTER (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) and so

on. If changing visual content is not present or visual content has stopped flowing

an update of other content may occur or the overlay from stopped changing content

may be removed 306.

[0034] The available resources may be evaluated 308. The particular manipulation

and/or compression scheme selected 310 may be in accordance with the parameters

of the computing resources handling the remote presentation. For example,

computing resources may be evaluated 308 to determine availability. Exemplary

computing resources parameters which may be considered when manipulating

and/or direct encoding of the changing visual content 310 include, but are not



limited to, server resource, client resources, and communication resources. For

instance, if relatively little bandwidth is available in comparison to the data which

may be communicated, the changing visual content may not be sent such as by

halting a video 3 12 or dropping frames as part of manipulating 3 10 the changing

visual content.

[0035] Accordingly, the changing video or animation content may be handled based

on the available computing resources 308, while other visual content is handled via

other techniques. For example, minimally changing text and graphical objects may

be separately transferred for client presentation. If applicable, the other visual

content may be handled in a different manner. For example, minimally changing

visual content may be updated at a different rate or communicated separately. In

this way, the changing visual content may overlaid over the minimally changing

content so that a client visual presentation matches that of the remote source

providing the visual content. In implementations, changing visual content and

other visual content may be recreated (e.g., with the changing content in an

overlay) so that the visual presentation matches that of the visual content at

identification. In other instances, minimally changing content may be overlaid over

the changing content. An example of the foregoing may include, an irregular

region, such as a notification popup (such as a OUTLOOK (Microsoft Corporation,

Redmond, WA) notification window) overlaid over the changing content. In this

manner, the changing content may be partially obscured by non-changing content.

[0036] The identified changing visual content may be manipulated 3 10 as desired.

For example, manipulation may include compressing the changing visual content,

dropping frames or screen updates for the changing visual content, halting play of

the changing visual content 312 and the like. For example, the changing visual

content may be manipulated 3 10 so that the overlaid video or animation appears on

the client in a particular location on a display, matches a designated size, aspect

ratio or so on. In implementations, child window detection, geometry tracking or

similar techniques may be used when creating an overlay to present changing visual

content. The foregoing techniques may permit low level remoting of the changing

visual content.



[0037] Exemplary, resource considerations include, but are not limited to, selecting

a particular encoding technique or dropping frames to minimize bandwidth

consumption, manipulating the changing visual content based on other tasks being

handled by the server. For example, a lossy compression scheme may be used if

bandwidth is at a premium. Thus, while encoding the content 310 may be more

intensive, the reduced bandwidth consumption may be of chief consideration.

[0038] The changing visual content may be encoded 3 10 for communication to a

client. For instance, control data and the data forming the changing visual content

may be encoded via a variety of techniques for communication 3 12 to a remote

client. In other instances, control data and content data may be individually

communicated. Encoding/directing encoding may include using VCl, MPEG and

the like techniques for encoding and/or compressing the content for remote

presentation.

[0039] Audio content may be separately handled and communicated. For instance,

timestamps may be associated with the audio and video content and for use in re-

synchronizing or matching presentation of audio content with the video, animation,

or other changing visual content.

[0040] From a client perspective, the changing visual content may be presented as

an overlay which overlies visual content which does not change or changes in a

minimal fashion. For example, the client may decode 314 the changing visual

content for presentation as an overlay. The overlay may be recreated based on

control information forwarded by the server system providing the visual content.

For instance, child window tracking, geometry tracking techniques may be used to

generate and/or recreate the changing visual content so that the visual content

appears as configured and arranged at identification 304.

[0041] If audio content is associated with the animation or video content, e.g., a

multi-media presentation, the audio may be recombined 316 with the changing

visual content. For example, corresponding timestamps tied, respectively, to the

audio and visual data may be used to resynchronize the audio and video for

presentation by the client. The audio content may be compressed for transmission.

For instance, the compressed audio content, transferred in a separate datastream,



may be uncompressed and the timestamps used in recombining with the video

content. In further instances, the compressed audio and compressed changing

video content may be transmitted in a common data stream.

[0042] FIG. 4 discloses exemplary procedures and instructions for providing

changing visual data as an overlay. For instance, the techniques discussed below

may be implemented as a set of computer executable instructions for remote

presentation of changing video, animation or other changing visual content.

[0043] Uncompressed changing visual content included in a screen update 402 may

be identified 404 from other visual components based on criteria including, screen

update frequency, aspect ratio, window name, if a portion of the screen is covered

by a window, the process name for the screen update may be considered as well.

Combinations of the above identification parameters or criteria may be considered.

For example, a video may be identified based on frame update frequency of a

bitmap representing the video, while other visual content may remain substantially

unchanged. Heuristic learning techniques may be used to improve identification of

the changing visual content. If changing visual content is not identified, other

visual content which may not change or only minimally change may be

independently communicated to a client device 406. For example, if a video has

stopped playing, the other graphical elements may be updated and an overly which

formerly presented the video may be removed 406.

[0044] Upon identification 404, the various computing resources involved with

communicating and presenting the visual content remotely may be checked 408 to

determine if the computing resources are available to handle the changing visual

content. Resource considerations may include, but are not limited to, encoder

availability, network bandwidth, client parameters, available server processor

capacity and so on. If sufficient computing resources are not available, the

changing visual content may not be communicated 412. For instance, a screen

update, which includes a change in video content, may not be sent if a network

communicating the content does not have sufficient throughput.

[0045] If computing resources are available, the uncompressed data forming the

changing visual content may be manipulated 410 based on the computing resources



involved in handling and/or communicating the changing visual content 408. For

example, manipulation 410 may include directing encoders to use a particular

encoding technique, dropping frames or screen updates, not communicating the

changing visual content 412, compressing the changing visual content data,

including control information and so on in accordance with resource availability.

[0046] Control information may include data related to child window detection

and/or geometry tracking which may be used to direct a client in the recreation of

changing visual contents. In implementations, control information may be encoded

with the data forming the changing visual content, while in other instances, control

data may be co-extensively communicated with the data forming the changing

visual content. Control data may specify how the changing visual content should

be recreated by the client. For example, control data may indicate one or more of:

the size of an overlay for presenting a video, the aspect ratio of the overlay, the

location of the overlay and so on.

[0047] Other visual elements which minimally change or do not change may be

handled separately. For example, while video content may be handled in a first

manner, non-changing graphical elements may be handled and/or communicated in

a second fashion. For instance, minimally changing items may be communicated

via different methodologies, at different update intervals and so on.

[0048] If audio content is associated with the changing visual content, timestamps

414 may be implemented to coordinate the changing visual content with audio

content which may be handled separately. For example, a timestamp may be

included with a video so that the audio may be matched up to the video overlay on

a client device. In this manner, the audio may be communicated in an audio

specific manner, while the changing visual content may be handled and/or

communicated as discussed herein.

[0049] The encoded changing visual content may be communicated 416 in

accordance with the determined computing resources. For example, if a relatively

large amount of network bandwidth is available (in comparison to the changing

visual content) a simpler algorithm, which may use less computing resources to

encode/decode, may be used. If, in contrast, bandwidth is at a premium a more



complex algorithm, which consumes less bandwidth but may burden encoders

and/or decoders.

[0050] From the client side, the client may decode 418 the changing visual content

for presentation as an overlay. The changing visual content may be presented as an

overlay which overlies the visual content which does not change or changes in a

minimal fashion. The overlay may be recreated based on control information

forwarded by the server system providing the visual content. For instance, child

window tracking, geometry tracking techniques may be used to generate and/or

recreate the changing visual content so that the visual content appears as configured

and arranged in the screen update 402. Other visual content such as non-changing

or minimally changing content may be overlaid over the changing visual content.

For example, a pop-up window may obscure a portion of the changing visual

content overlay.

[0051] If audio content is associated with the animation or video content, e.g., a

multi-media presentation, the audio may be matched 420 with the changing visual

content. For example, corresponding timestamps tied, respectively, to the audio

and visual data may be used to resynchronize the audio and video in the overlay for

presentation by the client.

Conclusion

[0052] Although the invention has been described in language specific to structural

features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the invention

defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or

acts described. Rather, the specific features and acts are disclosed as exemplary

forms of implementing the claimed invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

identifying a changing visual content for remote presentation; and

manipulate the changing visual content, in accordance with available

resources, to remotely present the changing visual content as an overlay.

2. The method as described in claim 1wherein identification is based on at

least one of update frequency, aspect ratio, window identification or process name.

3. The method as described in claim 1wherein the changing visual content is

heuristically identified.

4. The method as described in claim 1 further comprising matching, via a

timestamp, the changing visual content overlay to corresponding audio content.

5. The method as described in claim 1wherein the changing visual content is at

least one of animation or video content.

6. The method as described in claim 1wherein the overlay implements at least

one of child video window detection or geometry tracking.

7. The method as described in claim 1wherein available resources include at

least one of available bandwidth, available processing capability, available

decoders or available encoders.

8. The method as described in claim 1wherein manipulation is at least one of

compressing data forming the changing visual content or dropping frames.

9. The method as described in claim 1wherein the changing visual content is

uncompressed prior to manipulation.

10. One or more computer-readable media comprising computer-executable

instructions that, when executed, direct a computing system to:

identify uncompressed changing visual content from other visual content;

and

manipulate the uncompressed changing visual content based on available

resources in order to overlay remote presentation of the manipulated changing

visual content over other visual content.



11. The one or more computer-readable media as described in claim 10 wherein

heuristic identification is used.

12. The one or more computer-readable media as described in claim 10 wherein

a bitmap of the uncompressed changing visual content changes at a predetermined

update rate.

13. The one or more computer-readable media as described in claim 10 wherein

manipulation includes at least one of data compression or frame dropping.

14. The one or more computer-readable media as described in claim 10 wherein

the uncompressed changing visual content is identified based on at least one of the

rapidity of change in comparison to other visual content or a predetermined frame

rate.

15. The one or more computer-readable media as described in claim 10 wherein

manipulation accounts for at least one of available bandwidth, available processing

capability, available decoders or available encoders.

16. A system comprising:

a video detection module for identifying changing video included in visual

content; and

a handler module configured to direct encoding of the identified changing

video based on available communication resources, the encoding including

instructions which cause the changing video to be presented as an overlay when

remotely presented.

17. The system of claim 16 further comprising a remote handler module which

is configured to recreate the overlay for a remote client device from the handler

module.

18. The system of claim 16 wherein the video detection module identifies the

changing video based on at least one of update frequency, aspect ratio, window

identification or process name.

19. The system of claim 16 further comprising a video encoder which is

configured to include at least one of video position or geometry in encoded

changing video.



20. The system of claim 19 wherein the video encoder is configured to at least

one of compress the changing video or drop frames for transmission based on at

least one of available bandwidth, available processing capability, available

decoders or available encoders.
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